
ESSAYS FOR COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS EXAMPLES OF VERBS

For more tips on writing a scholarship essay, check out our Eight Steps point of the essay is to tell your story, not to
demonstrate how many words you know.

It reaffirmed my commitment to a career in journalism. I wrote of the severe poverty experienced by the
people on the reservation, and the lack of access to voting booths during the most recent election. I want to
showcase that one's zip code, doesn't determines one's success. It's normal in my community to have pregnant
classmates in high school. And so I started tutoring Spanish. I was still flourishing in school, leading
faith-based activities and taking an active role in community service. In short, the book discusses several
instances in which typical American history classes do not tell the whole story. As someone who is both
polyamorus and queer, I feel like parts of my family and large parts of my community marginalize me for
being different because society has told them to. She made me want to be a better student in all of my classes,
and she helped me see the value of education. But each time he's re-built himself with more resilience. As a
leader, I carried the same behavior I portrayed towards my younger cousins and sibling. My father works in
the finance office for a car dealership and my mother works at a call center. In the future, I hope to pursue my
dream of becoming a doctor by attaining an MD, and to double major in Managerial Economics. These areas
of study will give me the knowledge and background to achieve my ultimate goal. I know that social media
can only do so much in addressing these issues as not everyone can afford the luxury of having internet access.
There are no parameters to follow. It took a 3, mile flight for me to gain a different perspective of the world, of
my world. But, even after almost eight years, I could still barely extend my legs as high as my peers nor could
do as many pirouettes as them. Even more unimaginable was the thought that ice skating might become one of
the most useful parts of my life. There is not enough room for a lengthy intro or backstory. Longer essays may
allow you to mention a backup plan, but the committee needs to see where your focus lies. Glancing to my
right, I saw that my ballet teacher backstage had also taken note and was rushing me to get off the stage, her
hands beckoning me in a frantic manner. I said I liked writing and I liked thinking about people who are
different from myself. Whether it be reciprocating the advice I receive in my summer transition program to my
future roommates or finding campus opportunities best fit for my classmates while in conversation with
upperclassmen, I believe that I will be able to positively impact both my own individual growth and the
intellectual development of others by harnessing my observations and parlaying them into new opportunities,
connections, and insights for others. The first paper I wrote for the class was about my experience going to an
Indian reservation located near my uncle's ranch in southwest Colorado. Tell us about how you would plan to
make that change, and what obstacles you might encounter along the way. Whether the challenge is naval
defense or family finances or even just a flat tire on my bike before another night shift, I will be solving these
problems and will always be looking to keep rolling on. As my tenure was coming to a close, I organized
meetings with the local students who were planning to run for local and state officer positions. Since I was
five, my parents pushed me to value education because they were born in Vietnam and had limited education.
I was required to first take a test over HOSA rules, regulations, and guidelines. How to Write Financial Need
Scholarship Essays Here are some tips for writing financial need scholarship essays: Maintain a positive tone
throughout the essay. Avoid vague statements that suggest you do not have a plan. Since both of my parents
are working-class citizens, they do not have much money to contribute toward my college expenses. My older
sister is the first in my family to go to college. I was then asked to set goals for the organization and give a
speech regarding my goal ideas in front of several hundred people, the current state delegates and officer team.
Like my own family at home, our unity and communal commitment to working led to excellent results for
everyone and a closer connection within the group. Because of their limited education, they have always
worked in entry-level positions, earning barely enough to put food on the table. As I've grown I've learned to
fight my own monsters but I now also battle the ones that frighten my parents, the monsters of a world that
they weren't born into. This will most likely be in chronological order, starting with your degree and
progressing through your career growth.


